1996 craftsman riding mower

Your Craftsman riding lawn mower is an unbeatable aid when it comes to keeping vast
expanses of lawn neat and beautiful. From time to time, however, your riding mower may run a
little rough, particularly if you're putting it back into use after several months of storage. Find
the Sears lawn tractor parts you need to keep your Craftsman riding mower or garden tractor
running smoothly at Sears PartsDirect. Trust Sears PartsDirect to have the riding mower, lawn
tractor, garden tractor and Craftsman pro series parts you need to fix the equipment quickly
when a failure occurs. Use the exploded parts drawings on our Sears PartsDirect website to
easily order the Sears tractor parts and Sears riding mower parts you need to get your
equipment running again. Models 3, Showing of 3, Craftsman garden tractor cutter bar mower.
Shop parts. Craftsman 26 riding lawn mower. Craftsman transaxle Craftsman garden tractor.
Craftsman C transmission. Craftsman A peerless model transmission. Craftsman 3 speed
transmission. Craftsman ss 15 tractor. Craftsman zero turn riding lawn mower. Craftsman 12
garden tractor rotary tiller. Craftsman 42 rotary lawn mower. Craftsman 12 v lighting kit for 8 hp
recoil suburban. Craftsman C transaxle. Craftsman transaxle. Craftsman 44 mower replacement
kit. Showing of 3, Back to top. Categories All categories. Front-Engine Lawn Tractors.
Rear-Engine Riding Mowers. All brands. Southern States. Tractor Accessories. Tuff Torq. Weed
Eater. Western Auto. Western Tool. Yard King. Yard Pro. Most common Sears parts that need
replacing on Craftsman riding lawn mowers and lawn tractors Air filter. The air filter prevents
abrasive particles from entering the engine's cylinders, which could cause mechanical wear and
oil contamination. The alternator is a set of wire coils under the flywheel of the engine that
generates electricity to power the tractor when it's running. The alternator also recharges the
battery while the engine runs. Flywheel key. The flywheel key is a small metal rectangle that
keeps the crankshaft and flywheel aligned when you tighten the flywheel nut. To protect more
expensive components from damage, the flywheel key is designed to shear if the mower blade
hits an object hard enough to make the flywheel slip out of alignment with the crankshaft. Blade
belt. The blade belt attaches to the engine pulley and spins the cutting blade s. Use our Sears
PartsDirect Craftsman mower parts lookup to find the belt you need for your model. Spark plug.
The spark plug is the device responsible for delivering electric current from an ignition system
to the combustion chamber of a spark-ignition engine. Find the Craftsman mower parts you
need to fix any failure at Sears PartsDirect. How to fix the mower deck when it vibrates on your
Craftsman riding mower or garden tractor If the mower vibrates when you engage the cutting
blades, there might be a problem with the blade drive system. Deck vibration can be caused by
an unbalanced blade, worn pulley or mandrel, bad blade belt or debris caught inside a pulley.
Loose nuts or bolts on the pulleys, mandrels or blades can also cause vibration. Remove the
mower deck and re-tighten all fasteners. Check for wear on pulleys, mandrels and blades.
Replace any worn or damaged components. Sears PartsDirect has the riding mower, lawn
tractor and garden tractor parts you need to keep your Craftsman lawn equipment running
smoothly Trust Sears PartsDirect to have the riding mower, lawn tractor, garden tractor and
Craftsman pro series parts you need to fix the equipment quickly when a failure occurs. Electric
Chainsaw. Remington EL-1 electric chainsaw parts. Elliptical Machine. Horizon Elliptical
machine Parts. Freestanding Freezer. Haier Freestanding freezer Parts. Front-Engine Lawn
Tractor. Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Gas Grill. Kenmore Gas Grill Parts. Lawn
Sweeper. Agri-Fab lawn sweeper parts. Line Trimmer. Craftsman Line Trimmer Parts. Lawn
Equipment Parts. Range Hood. Whirlpool Range Hood Parts. Table Saw. Craftsman table saw
parts. Top Pages. Water Filter Finder. Walk-Behind Mower. Craftsman Walk-behind mower Parts.
Wall Oven. Maytag Wall Oven Parts. Kenmore washer parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. This is
a reimaged printing of a: Sears Suburban Craftsman This manual has the information you need
to help restore, find the right parts, or simply get up and running. Proper service and
maintenance will greatly increase the life span of your equipment. This reimaged book is made
from the original using digital enhancing tools making a better quality book delivering super
clarity on heavy cardstock for book covers and high grade bright paper. Heavy plastic top and
bottom covers to protect against all elements. Printing in full color when possible to present the
full aspect of the original author. The plasticoil binder allows any page to be fully open,
Wrenching while reading for ease of use and keeps hands off the frail originals. Try Us First!
Buy with confidence here, we stand behind every book built by constantly innovating to result
in the sharpest image possible, assuring customer satisfaction! Please ask questions before
buying, we are ready to help. See our store for more books and parts. Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Sears Craftsman
Riding Lawn Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you
ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new

window or tab. Seller information looie20 Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See
all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer
International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's
customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on
international trade. Item location:. Chewelah, Washington, United States. Ships to:. This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Fri. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Brand New: A new, unread,
unused book in perfect condition with no missing or damaged pages. See all condition
definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Rusty Garden
Tractor looie20 Happy Shopping! Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No
returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Brand New:
A new, unread, unused book in perfect condition with no missing or damaged pages. Quick
Links. Table of Contents. Sears, Roebuck and Co. Page 2 Schedule Page 3 o Turn off blades
when not mowing. Page 4 before restarting. It has been designed, engineered and manufactured
to give you the best possible dependability and performance. Should you experience any
problem you J Steering Wheel Adapter , Page 8 Your new tractor has been assembled
unassembled for shipping purposes. To ensure safe and proper operation of your tractor all
parts and hardware you assemble must be tightened as necessary to insure proper tightness.
Before connecting battery, re- move metal bracelets, wristwatch bands, rings, etc. Correct tire
pressure is important for best cutting performance. Be sure they are proper- ly adjusted to
ensure optimum mower per- formance. Page 12 These symbols may appear on your tractor or in
literature supplied with the product. Learn and understandtheir meaning. Page 14 The operation
of any tractor can result in foreign objects thrown into the eyes, which can result in severe eye
damage. Always wear safety glasses or eye shields while operating your tractor or performing
any adjustments or repairs. We recommend a wide vision safety mask over the spectacles,or
standard safety glasses. For healthierand better looking lawns, mow often and after moderate
growth. Page To Start Engine quantities that can be used within 30 days to assure fuel
freshness. Acidic gas can damage the fuel system of an Make first cut relatively high; the
second to the desired height. Wet grass will plug mower and leave unde- sirable clumps. Page
20 o Coat terminals with grease or petroleum jelly. Replace belts if they begin to slip from wear.
NOTE: Do not wash the paper cartridge or use pressurized air, as this will damage the cartridge.
If tires are over or underinflated, you will not properly adjust your mower. If tractor requires
more than six 6 feet stopping distance at high speed gear, then brake must be adjusted. Page 26
ENGINE Maintenance,repair, or replacement emission control devices and systems, which are
being done at the customers expense, may be performed by any non- road engine repair

establishment vidual. Page 27 immediately prepare your tractor for stor- age at the end of the
season or tor will not be used for 30 days or more. Page 43 Decal, Hood, R. KCAS I Make turns
gradu- ally to prevent tipping or loss of control. This manual is also suitable for: Ez3 Print page
1 Print document 61 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Since it is rumored that Craftsman has
redesigned all of their tractors for , now is a good time to do a recap of the line. That would take
a book and the pictures are much more interesting. The company itself has gone through many
owners and is currently part of Husqvarna. The production facility is located in Orangeburg, SC.
The basic design of the Sears garden tractors can be traced back to the original David Bradley
tractors. In Sears started selling a 4 wheel garden tractor called the David Bradley Suburban. In
Roper Corporation acquired the David Bradley plant. Electrolux acquired Roper sometime
around and the manufacturing was moved to Orangeburg, SC. The name was changed to
Husqvarna Group. The tractors are still made in the U. The Suburban tractor was introduced in
as a David Bradley and evolved over the next six years into iconic Sears Suburban tractor. The
Suburban had one of the widest arrays of implements of all the garden tractors. The Suburban
was available over the years with engines of horse power ratings from 10 to The Custom tractor
made it appearance in and was available through Customs were not available in or but were
available in ; the last year for the Custom series. They were the little brothers of the Suburban
tractors. Some of the early entry level Customs had the designation of Compact. Some were
manual start while others were electric. The and versions sported the ST designation and the
Aztec Gold and White paint like their big brother Suburbans. The Custom tractors could handle
the same 3 point hitch and ground engaging rear implements as the bigger Suburban. Front
attachments were limited to the dozer blade and snow blower. The Custom front axle was flat
and lighter duty than that of the Suburban. On September 16, at am, the ,th tractor rolled off the
assembly line at the Roper Outdoor Products plant. Roper began producing garden tractors in
In April, , the ,00th tractor rolled out of the plant. Just five years later, the count was up to one
half million. About Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about snow blowers, riding
mowers, and other lawn and garden equipment for over 10 years. Paul does most of his writing
out in his workshop where he feeds the wildlife and birds in the yard. He spends as much time
with his granddaughter as he can. This is how I make money to keep this website up and
running. Read more here: How to Support TodaysMower. Hi Robert, I switched website hosting
companies and those pictures disappeared during the transfer. Hi Lamar, I remember that
tractor but I would not have a clue how fast it ran in stock form. I know a few guys who tractor
pull with them and they can get 30 mph! Wow love this article. Later he had a 80s grey boxy
which I had to use as part of my chores. When I bought the house and property in I just replaced
the 99 mower this past year with 2 mowers and The 99 I gave to my neighbor who uses it every
weekend to mow. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Subscribe to our mailing list and
get interesting stuff and updates to your email inbox. The history of Sears â€” Craftsman
Tractors in Pictures: Since it is rumored that Craftsman has redesigned all of their tractors for ,
now is a good time to do a recap of the line. Please Share and Tell Your Friends. Like this: Like
Loading Prev Article. Next Article. I always start the year off with Craftsman. About The Author
Paul About Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about snow blowers, riding mowers,
and other lawn and garden equipment for over 10 years. What happened to all the pictures??
Lamar Zim. I got a Roper RT8E tractor. Can you tell me what the top speed is? Johnstown,ohio
Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Get more stuff
like this from TodaysMower. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. This is for U.
Craftsman products. To find who made your lawn tractor, etc. The first 5 numbers after the
decimal combined with the first three make up the model number. Model Number These
products are made by Husqvarna. Roper was the company before AYP. This only works for
products with a It also does not work for Canadian, European or Austrailian models. To find the
age of your Craftsman lawn tractor, riding mower or zero-turn mower you will need to use the
serial number. Serial Number: The first two numbers are the month. The third and fourth
numbers are the day. The fifth and sixth numbers are the year. Model Number For Attachments.
For Example, there are still quite a few Craftsman 2-stage snow blower attachments floating
around with the prefix This company, Haban went out of business in It will not fit any tractor
made after that date and you can not find parts for it anywhere except auction sites like eBay.
You can read more about Craftsman Snow blowers at MovingSnow. My craftsman mower is
model Hi Carlo, Yes, It looks like the old Murray made mowers had to be different. My rough
guess yours is I base that guess on the copyright of the owners manual. Paul, can you tell me
what years Craftsman made the model Just a ballpark range of years would help. The serial is
no longer available. Thank you. You need the serial number to figure it out. Here is the process
from this article. Paul Sikkema, This info as to date of manufacturer is same as another site but

makes no sense with my serial number, still plainly visible on the sticker. Serial number is Do
you know what the Lot number indicates?? Most of that information was destroyed long before
they moved to Hoffman Estates. Many are available online through various websites. Most of
them have a copyright date on the last page. That will give you an idea when the tractor was
first made. Serial B As I understand from your great site, this was built April ? Trying to find a
bagger, or the part number that fits. Would appreciate any direction. Hi Paul, I find the
information on the site helpful. I am wondering if you can help. I have a I have since posted the
attachment for sale. I have an interested customer with lawn tractor model If our tractors share
the same frame, the unit should be compatible. I am trying to determine if the frames are the
same since that is critical for compatibility of the mounting brackets. I want to make sure so I
can give the prospective customer accurate info. Please advise and thank in advance for your
time. The old Haban snow blowers are great but I suggest that you sell the tractor and
snowblower as one unit because there are not many tractors left that it will fit. Hi looking for a
grass bagger Craftsman 30 inch riding mower model number Hi Bill, That Craftsman was made
by Briggs and was not very popular. You will not find a bagger for it. Hello Mr. Sikkema, how
about a Craftsman model Also a ballpark would help. Hi Rob, Look at the serial number on the
same nameplate. Hey Paul. If you have a source for the owners manuals, any chance you could
pass it along? Hi Chris, I have no secret source. I just Google the number with Sears Craftsman
Manual after the number. I view the first and last page of the manual and most of the time there
is a copyright date. Since most tractors were only made for years you can get a guess to the
age. Trying to find out what year and model number of a riding mowers I just bought. The
sticker with the model and date was all in french the tractor is painted all black its a GT My
guess is that its between the years Hi Paul, Is this tractor in the U. If it is then the means it was
made by Murray. So you may find the part on a diagram but you may not be able to order it. You
can Google search or eBay search the part number and someone else may still have it. If the
tractor is outside theU. I have what I believe to be a LT 4 wheel steer lawn tractor. Model number
Hi Ronald, You have a pretty rare Craftsman. It was made by Noma around Here are the parts
diagrams for it. Most of the parts are no longer available. Hi David, Is that tractor here in the U.
That model was made sometime around but the serial number is not the usual U. Hello Paul
Sikkema, This is an outstanding idea. Actually, I have an American Lawn Mower and model no
Can you say to me Who made my lawn mower? Hi Mike, The date code only works on riding
mowers â€” but that corded electric is about a Also, do the same search and click the images
tab on Google search. I have Thanks for all your help. Hi Jeff, The formula only works on riding
mowers. I have a Craftsman model Serial is D Im trying to find out what year it is. Hi I have just
purchased a used ride on model Hi Jim, I have no access to any information on the Canadian
Craftsman products. When they closed their doors it disappeared. That said,. The tractor was
made by Husqvarna or MTD so all the parts except the hood are available through the
appropriate dealer. The dealer should be able to match the part by how it looks. Does Craftsman
snow blower attachment Model Hi Sam, No, that snow blower is almost 20 years old. The
current model snow throwers do fit on some Craftsman tractors â€” but. The frames are too
light and you will break your tractor within a year or two. If you want a tractor mounted snow
blower you should look for a Craftsman Yard Tractor or Garden Tractor. Paul I have a Craftsman
What other Craftsman models will the Bercomac attach to? Thanks John. Hi John, Your tractor
is around a and Craftsman made quite a few chassis changes from But I suggest contacting
Bercomac and see if your snow blower will still fit a newer tractor with an attachment kit from
them. HI BJ, no idea. The serial number prefix only works with U. You could try mytractorforum.
Can anyone help me find the model of my mower? The model is worn off the label and I need
some parts. It is Canadian? Bring your old battery to Batteries Plus or Interstate Batteries. They
will be able to help you find the right one. Any suggestions for finding a replacement, or should
I start fabricating? Hi Frank, The reason you are having difficulties is that Sears has used the
same model number multiple times. The last time it was used was for a Zero-turn. I was
wondering if these two snowblower attachments were compatible with my DYS 24hp mower. Hi
Scott, Thanks for the model number. The The fitup chart I have here is old and it has not been
updated for a while butâ€¦. The Correct snow blower is the Craftsman The new kit comes with all
the brackets for your tractor, older tractors and Be very careful about buying a used
snowblower. It may have been attached to an older tractor and the owner threw the brackets
you need away. Hi Brandon, That could be one of four different brands. You will need all the
numbers off that plate to get parts. If Briggs â€” Any repair shop can order parts. Kohler â€”
Any repair shop. Onan or Tecumseh are both out of business but you may be able to get parts
on eBay and tuneup parts from a repair shop. I have a Craftsman I should have said my
craftsman riding mower serial is S, what the heck does that translate to? Hi Jimmie, The article
shows you how to figure out the date using the serial number from the tractor. You can go to

Sears PartsDirect â€” enter the model number of your tractor â€” and if there is a downloadable
manual available you can look at the publishing date usually the last page of the manual to see
when that model was first made. I have a sears mower with model What year is it? Hi Jake, The
article shows you how to figure out the date using the serial number from the tractor. My serial
number is S Can you tell me the year it was made and the shade of silver body paint please. Hi
Herbie, The article shows you how to figure out the date using the serial number from the
tractor. Good morning Paul, I have the opportunity to buy a very clean lt made in 03 Hi Stephen,
most parts are still available through searspartsdirect. Hi ron, The article shows you how to
figure out the date using the serial number from the tractor. I am looking for the attchment for
grass bag attach that connects to cutting deck and then goes to the tune and into the catcher. I
have riding mower, model Hi Paul, The only way I know to find that part is to have the original
assembly manual for the bagger. That manual has the model number for the bagger. Once you
find that model number then you can go to Sears PartsDirect and get the part. Who made my
mower. I need a lower chute for my bagger. If you know who don king is sears told me it was
made in December of I need all the help I can get. Hi Phill, You will need the model number of
your bagger to get the parts. It will be on the bagger owners manual and on the main part of the
bagger. That model number starts with Agri-Fab Your tractor was made for Craftsman by
Husqvarna. Husqvarna will not be able to help you with parts for the bagger. Serial is S Cannot
figure out who made it and date of manufacture. Any help would be appreciated. If you have a
Murry you got a rare one. The Murray built Companion tractors have an angled shifter area and
slightly different hood, fenderpan, and running boards then the AYP machines. The AYP built
Companion tractors have a flat shifter area and slightly different hood, fenderpan, and running
boards then the Murray built machines. The Companion tractors are pretty darn hard to find but
finding a Murray built Companion is next to impossible. Thanks Paul, great help. Thanks once
again. Can you help me figure out the age of my Sears garden tractor model number I have a
craftsman riding lawn mower. It is a GVT 16 Twin model Made by AYP It has 3 blades about 15
inches long. What year is this mower? Any help finding mower blades would be appreciated.
Sears parts was no help. In addition, I believe those Garden Tractors were sold with the deck
being optional and they had separate parts listings. Are there any part numbers on the deck or
blades? You may want to try the Craftsman section at Mytractorforum. Please use the
information in this article, your model number and your serial number to figure out the age.
Hello Paul, I have access to a craftsman Thanks for any help. Hi Norm Some mower decks built
from to will fit this tractor. Craftsman completely switched decks on all the tractors between and
No decks with the 3 point mounts built after that time will fit. My husband is wanting to order
parts for our Craftsman lawn tractor. The model number in ours is Sears has used these
numbers for many different tractors over the years. The model number is what you need. Go to
Sears PartsDirect. I have a Craftsman lt Model : Hi David, yes, that is a bad model number.
Sometimes the numbers are hard to make out. The first 5 number after the. Also, the 2 is not
important. It only represents a minor change. Now, checking the numbers there is a Go to
searspartsdirect. I have a Craftsman Model Just type in your model number and parts diagrams.
Parts lists and operators manuals will pop up. Here is the mandrel assembly. Not all third-party
replacement parts are built to the same specs as the original equipment. You would have to
check with Husqvarna and MowerPartsGroup to see if they are the same. Hi Paul. I have a
craftsman lawn tractor model Any suggestions as to what might fit it? I suggest eBay. I have a
craftsman Indy 20 hp 6 speed model Hi Josh, The Indy had an Onan engine. Bought a used
craftsman riding lawn mover year , model number I printed a manual for model number Is this
the correct one? Serial number is a Hello I have a Craftsman The formula does not seem to work
on this. Hi Steve, the formula only works on mowers made after or so. Looking at the hood it
could be anywhere from 82 to Hi Norm, the number on the hood means nothing because they
used the same numbering for many different models and years. You need to look under the seat
and use the serial and model number to figure out when it was made. How ya doing Paul? I have
an 11hp 4 speed 36 inch deck model number Possible ? What are your thoughts. My mower
serial is S and model is Hi Heather, that mower uses two belts for the deck. Here is the engine to
deck belt: Engine to deck Here is the belt on the deck itself: On deck belt. I purchased a
Craftsman tractor mower. I am having trouble finding a bagger for it. Sears is no longer stocking
the Craftsman branded bagger for it. But, Here is the correct bagger for it. Hey I have a riding
mower Any ideas of date? The formula only works as listed in the article. But, the copyright on
the manual is Hi â€” you are a genius at this stuff! Can you help? Model Thanks so much! Hi
Michele, That model number is not for a mower. Do you have a picture of someone using it?
Also, many churches will approve that large of a purchase through the board consistory and
there will be a written record of that approval. The date is usually on the last page of the manual.
But most 42 inch baggers made between and will interchange. The 2-bin, 2-bin hard side, and

the 3-bin all use the same discharge tube. The correct bagger for your mower is the or By the
way, the 6th number after the decimal means nothing. Make sure you get the shoulder bolts off
of the old tractor if you are buying used. A 3-bin has the shoulder bolts on the side of the frame
above the tires and the 2-bin has the shoulder bolts on the back. Are there universal baggers
that would work? Hi Mark, You need a Sears probably sold the last one they had around â€¦ I did
Google it and there looks like there is someone on eBay with a few. How do I remove the back
rim from my craftsman model I took out bolt and washer but it will not budge. It has a axle end
which has two slots over and under the oval shaped interior? Go to youtube and put your
question in the search bar. Watch a few of the videos that come up. I have the wiring diagram
but no manual. I want to change the transaxle fluid and others have said 30 weight with no
detergent. Do I need to pull the whole transaxle off and fill it through the same hole? Also the
briggs motor is a 94 18hp opposed twin horizontal. Model Type 02 Code A. Hi Eric, There is very
little info available on the You can find the original parts diagrams at searspartsdirect. Hi Paul,
you seem to be a wealth of information so here goes. I have an opportunity to buy a snow
thrower model Hoping for a quick reply. Appreciate you very much. Hi Matt, Your tractor is too
old for the series snow blowers. If a snow blower was available back then for your tractor it
would have been made by Haban. The model prefix for Haban is Do you know what part number
the snow blade would begin with for this model? Follow up question, is the snow blade even
worth it? I live in Minnesota so we can get some heavy snowfalls and plenty of them. I suggest
going over to mytractorforum. A blade on this small of a tractor really only works on inches of
snow. Hello Paul, Thank you in advance for your time. I would like to query CraigsList for other
lawn tractors for sale that are manufactured exactly like mine but sold under different names.
Would you know what they are? Mine is a Craftsman M Hope you can help. Thanks again. Best
regards. Pretty much everything except the hood will be the same. Depends on the year â€” the
engines will also be different but will fit right into your tractor. Hi Paul, Thanks for your quick
response. Can you please tell me it. But, if you go to searspartsdirect. So, your tractor was built
sometime after Hi Michael, The There are some parts available at Searspartsdirect. Hi Paul, I am
looking at a GT, model The serial reflects that it was manufactured July,19, This mower is a
silver or light grey color. Thanks for your expertise. There was no rhyme or reason to the color
schemes before Hi Keith, My best guess is If you can find a manual for it look at the copyright
date on the back page that will give you a date of when it was first made. Is there another way to
identify the serial and model number? Just bought a sears riding mower. The model is HELP
please!!! Here are the parts diagrams, parts available and you can also get an operator manual
for it. Hi Paul Trying to identify 18hp twin. Model SER S Any info would be great. Thanks Fred
Teed. Hi Fred, somewhere around You can get parts listings at searpartsdirect. My unit is a
Craftsman model Hi Ken, That tractor was made by Husqvarna but all the parts lists and records
disappeared when Sears Canada went bankrupt. You are my last resort, I think this thing is
cobbled together but here goes. Also the breather in the manuals I have found show an odd
shaped breather, where as mine is rectangle. Thank you for any help. Hi Vince, The engine make
and model is not listed on the parts page. Then go to that manufacture to get your engine parts.
What year is my Craftsman model It a 7 hp Tecumseh engine 36 or a 38 inch cut and any
suggestions on wear I can find tires for the back diamond tread turf tires with Sears logo on
them and a gas tank as well. That move happened in Did you get that off the engine? It will have
three numbers, then a decimal, followed by 5 or 6 more numbers i. There are still parts shown
for it at searspartsdirect. Paul my craftsman is as follows. I need a new deck for this and trying
to figure out year I need to look for. That link goes directly to your tractor. Paul, year please.
Thank you in cooperation. Thanks for any info you can provide. The site you want is
searspartsdirect. Just enter your model number there and parts diagrams will pop up. Hi April,
you can get all your parts here: SearsPartsDirect. Looking for a replacement engine for model
E1 for my craftsman Lawn tractor model Hi Andrew, No, there is no direct replacement to your
old engine but you probably could get a 19 HP Briggs Intek into the mower. But, you will have to
get a new bottom pulley, change the mounting holes, and modify the hood to make it fit. The
direct replacement for your mower is the Husqvarna TS It has a better frame, better
transmission, steers better, cuts better, and has a better engine. Theirs tons of 46 cubic inch
Opposed twins still out their running strong. But if your savvy you can find one cheaper. If you
go that intek route, bolt pattern is still the same and your pulley from the old engine will swap
on. Engine transfers are easy, especially if its using another engine from the same company.
The only time it ever gets more difficult is if your going from say a kohler to a briggs, because a
lot of times the wiring will be different. Its usually the same, Briggs to Briggs. After ahwile when
you get good at it, you can have an old engine out and a new one in within 30 minutes. I put a
nice Opposed twin on a Craftsman T that originally had a single cylinder Briggs cc, went up to
the cc opposed, the tractor thanked me for it, it had a way better power plant than before. Bolt

holes were direct match, pulley swapped right over, wiring was the same. Unfortunately, Sears.
That said, here is the parts listing for your mower. Searspartdirect only has info on tractors sold
in the U. My m Is this still a Husqvarna? Or something older. Any information will be
appreciated. Sears has indicated that they no longer carry them. Would this fit an old model?
Are the newer LT models specifications different than the old models? Basically we have an old
LT in great conditions but we are missing the bagger and are having a difficulty time finding it
or finding something compatible. That bagger may fit certain models of Craftsman tractors that
start with So, if your tractor is gray or green there is no bagger available anymore. If your tractor
is black the current 42 inch Husqvarna bagger will fit. Very helpful â€” all above. An nice that
you still respond, 2 years in. I have a Husquarna YTH yr Wondering if a craftsman bagger I think
so, but would love your opinion. You may have to use a little duct tape to seal up the
connection. Hi, I have a LT model I am looking for a used snowthrower attachment. There is a
tag under the hood with a prefix Will any other s fit my tractor? That was the only snowblower
made for the tractors. Hi all! I have a snow blower attachment Can anyone tell me for sure what
year of Craftsman mowers this works for? Thank you!! Hi Dan, The snow blower is designed to
attach to Craftsman lawn and garden tractors with model numbers starting with It came with all
the brackets and belts to fit the 4-point deck tractors made from and the tractors with 3-point
decks made from until It will not fit the current Craftsman tractors sold at Lowes. It will not fit
any Craftsman with the prefix. It will not fit MTD and it will not fit Huskie. I recently bought a
Craftsman Hi Ben, That tractor will only take a The front axle it too light, the front spindles are
too light, and the frame is also not really strong enough to hold that much front weight. Finally,
to use the snowblower you will have to add lbs of rear weight which will overload the rear axle.
Can you tell me who made this mower and belt size or is something ellse wrong. Here is the
parts page for you mower: Parts Pag e 2. Here is the correct belt: Belt 3. Here is the manual to
show you the proper belt routing: Belt routing. The belt routing and routing diagram is on Page
Paul, what can you tell me about the manufacturing date for a craftsman What does the model
and serial number tell me. Thanks, Dave. Dave, One of the first runs for the last series of
Craftsman made by Husqvarna they quit making these in Does the transmission make noise?
Does the oil smell burnt? Is the battery clean? Is there more than an inch of play in the
steering? Does the deck run smoothly no vibration when you run it at half speed? Each of those
problems will take off the price. It depends on the area where you live and what you want to pay.
Can you help with these please. Thank you! Fortunately, Sears still has the cross-reference
sheet up on their website. Thanks so much Paul!! Again thanks so much for the fit-list! Hi Neila,
There are no fit-up charts for any other brand of lawn tractor available online. Sears is the only
one. This chart was actually an internal employee-only document. Husqvarna changed their
inch decks quite a lot over the years â€” while Craftsman only had two â€” the 46 inch 2-blade
you have and a 3-blade 46 inch for a time. The snow blade is the only one that will fit your
tractor. You will also find a dozer blade used but those are for the garden tractors. If you buy
used make sure you get all the parts including the parts that normally stay on the tractor all
year. In addition, make sure it was mounted on the same style tractor as you have. You have the
3-point deck. The snowblower also came with mounts for a 4-point deck and they will not work
on your tractor. You can order parts at searspartsdirect. I have a snow blower that is a model
number Hi Tyler, Short answer â€” no. The snowblower was made by Haban and that company
has been out of business for over 30 years. There are no parts available. The lawn tractors are
much newer and there is no backwards compatibility for attachments. They are lightweight
front-ends and never designed for a heavy snowblower. Mine is a kohler magnum horizontal
shaft. Think it will fit? You need a pre craftsman snowblower with an prefix. Here is a video with
one of the old snowblowers mounted to a GT I have a Craftsman GT model Can you help figure
out the year of my tractor. Thank you in advance. If you want the exact day it was made use the
info in this article to read the manufacture date in your serial number. I have a craftsman I see in
an above reply that possibly model numbers with could fit depending on the direction of the
shaft. Since mine was manufactured in it would meet the criteria of pre Could you please direct
me as to which bagger system would fit as well as a snow thrower? Would be very much
appreciated! Hi Elycia, Yes the is the correct bagger. The snowthrower will eventually break the
front axle and there are no spares available. The company that made them went out of business
years ago to there are no parts available for those old machines. Sorry, I accidentally
unfollowed the last post. Hi Paul, can you help on this one? I bought a Craftsman I want to
attach a snowthrower but Im getting a lot of conflicting information on what model works. It
looks like model What are your thoughts here? Also, its nice to see a forum that has been going
for so long with updated communications â€” very refreshing. Hi Chad, the tractors use a
4-point deck lift and the only snowblower that fits them is the 42 inch Most were attached to the
tractors with the 3-point decks and the previous owner threw away the parts you need. I recently

a Craftsman The serial number appears to be D The manual shows a date of Hi Edward, The
correct bagger is Sears item I have no info to cross-reference it a Husqvarna bagger. Hi Paul, I
have a These are all Sears part numbers. I have no info to cross-reference it to Husqvarna or
MTD items. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Our website is made possible by displaying online advertisements
to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by disabling your ad blocker. When Was My
Craftsman Made? Who Made My Craftsman? These products are made by MTD. Will my
Craftsman Snow Blower fit? Comments Carlo Miller. Paul Sikkema. Hi Cindy, My tractor model
is Michael Hartner. Hi Scott, about a Matt Stump. Thanks Paul! Really appreciate the information
and this great site. Keep up the great work! Hi Al, The Andrew wilkins. Andrew, Please reply
with the model number from under the seat. It should start with Doug Underwood. Paul Fleury.
William Button. Who made my tractor? Model number is â€” ? Ronald Flack. David Weger. How
about model number serial number s Joseph M. So now we just say it was made by Husqvarna.
March 18, That said, The tractor was made by Husqvarna or MTD so all the parts except the
hood are available through the appropriate dealer. Thanks you, Sam. John F Urenovitch. Joe
Lepore. Hi Joe, rough guess about Thanks for the info! Frank Paxton. Scott Rademaker. Or this:
The fitup chart I have here is old and it has not been updated for a while butâ€¦ The Correct
snow blower is the Craftsman I have a craftsman gtv Where can I find parts for the engineâ€¦
Stephen Rininsin. Paul Sarver. Phill bullock. JoAnne Wallace. Nathaniel Perry. Hi Nathanial,
About a David Charron. James McCullough. Here is the mandrel assembly Not all third-party
replacement parts are built to the same specs as the original equipment. Gene Crachy. Jean
Wise. Hi Jean, Yes, The first 5 numbers after the decimal are the model number. Thank you,
Paul! Paul, my mower is a t When was it made, and what is it worth with a bagger? Thanks,
Norm. Shawn Clark. Heather Jones. Dave Lundeen. Mike F. William J. Eric A. I have an older
Craftsman riding mower. Serial S Do you think the mower is the same year? Also, any idea
where I could get a manual? Matt B. Frank Fiore. Michael Webley. Thank You Michael. Max
Boliek. Hi Brian, Briggs opposed twin? Hi Tom, The owners manual that came with the mower
will also have the model number. Bill t. Hi Bill, You found an antique Craftsman! Can you tell me
when mine was made Model Serial Fred Teed. Ken Fox. Kevin b. Try the Craftsman section of
mytractorforum. They may have more info. Mike Krul. What year is my Craftsman Model Hi Mike,
About It was made by MTD. Tommy G. It has a Hydro transmission. You may try
mytractorforum. Ask the guys there and post a picture of it. Leonard Hambleton. Can you tell
me about Don Chazelle. James Clary. Steve Cocozziello. Vince Sartor. Shawn Haase. Any
recommendations would be greatly appreciated. Dan H. Jim Guenther. Dave Blair. Neila Morana.
Dave Sweeney. Martin Merritt. Mike Little. Nicholas Pieri. Give a Comment Cancel Reply Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Ad Blocker Detected
Our website is made possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Subscribe to
get emails with our best picks and new guides! Go to mobile version. Here are the diagrams and
repair parts for Craftsman lawn tractor, as well as links to manuals and error code tables, if
available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our repair help section.
Showing 10 of parts. Steering assembly Diagram. Mower deck Diagram. Ground drive Diagram.
Wheels and tires Diagram. Electrical Diagram. If the engine won't restart after hitting a stump or
rock, the problem could be a sheared flywheel key. Follow these step-by-step instructions to
replace it. Help your mower run better by replacing the fuel filter during your riding mower's
annual tune-up. Use the advice and tips in these articles and videos to get the most out of your
riding mower or lawn tractor. Model Craftsman lawn tractor. There are a couple of ways to find
the part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. View
engine. Lawn tractor ring clip Part Add to cart. Lawn tractor mandrel bearing Part X. Lawn
tractor mandrel housing Part Lawn tractor push nut Part X. Lawn tractor torsion spring Part X.
Lawn tractor idler arm return spring Part X. Lawn tractor tire inner tube Part Lawn tractor blade
idler pulley arm Part Lawn tractor square key Part X. Lawn tractor headlight bulb Part J.
Recommended maintenance parts and accessories. In Stock. Danger and Poison Battery Decal
Part Choose a symptom to see related riding mower and lawn tractor repairs. View all. Won't
move. Read more. Mower deck vibrates. Leaking oil or gas. Flat tire. Not cutting evenly. Loose
steering. Won't cut grass. Creeps in neutral. Runs r
2007 mercedes benz e class
1979 triumph spitfire wiring diagram
bass boat wiring schematic
ough or misfires. March 1, How to replace the starter motor on a riding lawn mower. Repair
difficulty. How to replace the flywheel key on a riding lawn mower. January 1, How to replace a

riding lawn mower fuel filter. May 1, Riding lawn mower engine spins but won't start video. How
to mow a lawn for healthier grass. How often and tall you mow your lawn has a big impact on its
health. Check out these 3 rules. How to change the Smart Switch Ignition password on a lawn
tractor video. See how to unlock the factory default start code so you can set your own
passcode. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Shop Kenmore dryer parts. Freestanding Freezer. Wc
wood Freestanding freezer Replacement Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Craftsman
front-engine lawn tractor parts , Craftsman T front-engine lawn tractor parts , Kubota TH
front-engine lawn tractor parts. Coleman Furnace Parts. Gas Line Trimmer. Rear-Tine Tiller.
Side-By-Side Refrigerator. Jvc Television Replacement Parts. Need help? Close Start Chat.

